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1 Introduction  

EnviroLENS is working to demonstrate and promote the use of Earth Observation (EO) as direct evidence for 

environmental law enforcement. By using European satellite capacities, such as those provided by 

Copernicus, EnviroLENS responds to the demands of the environmental legal sector in the context of 

evidence-based decision-making processes. Selected demonstration cases of EnviroLENS will prove the 

applicability, the reliability and the relevance of the EO tools in the enforcement of environmental law. These 

examples will also serve as showcases to stimulate acceptance and standardization and to promote the 

power of satellite imagery data as a reliable, timely, accurate and cost-effective source of evidence to the 

wider environmental law and conservation community. 

 EnviroLENS GOAL: to widely open the doors towards regular usage of EO technologies in the legal 

sector, creating a new market niche.  

 EnviroLENS VISION: to become widely accepted and used for environmental monitoring and 

enforcement services. 

 EnviroLENS MISSION: to support successful implementation of environmental policies by delivering 

globally- applicable, easy-to-use, cost-effective, cross-domain monitoring and law-enforcement 

environmental services. 

Dissemination and communication activities play a vital role in the project, and their main objective is to 

increase the awareness and the participatory engagement of key stakeholders, such as the environmental 

law sector and conservation community. The following document represents a framework for the envisaged 

communication activities to be realized as part of the EnviroLENS project, guided by the overall project 

communication objectives (Section 2) to ensure the long-term impact of the project. Describing a continuous 

process, the EnviroLENS communication strategy will promote the project results and aim to set the ground 

for their take-up by decision makers and the target audience (Section 3) beyond the lifetime of the project. A 

variety of communication tools are available to guarantee that information is shared with appropriate 

audiences on a timely basis (Section 4). Aiming to maximize efforts and to obtain the best results, the 

EnviroLENS communication and dissemination plan should be seen as a living document (Section 5). 

Eventually, we provide estimates of the impact and the respective monitoring in Section 6.  
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2 Dissemination and communication objectives  

Dissemination actions are of utmost importance for the overall success of the project action. They will 

disclose and give public access to the results of the project, demonstrate added value of new services and 

promote their future usage. Dissemination activities will match different types of audiences with a primary 

goal to raise visibility and awareness about project results. The communication activities will be oriented into 

the formation and education of an initial EnviroLENS community, focusing on identified key stakeholder 

groups, such as environmental law and conservation communities.  

In detail, the objectives of the EnviroLENS dissemination and communication strategy are to:  

 Build awareness and ensure the visibility of results 

Distribution of EnviroLENS progress, deliverables, participation at events, demonstration cases and other 

content (i.e. the eLENS portal and website that will function as a single point of access via 

https://envirolens.eu/, social media channels, e-Newsletter). In addition, the consortium will use existing 

networks and communication channels of the partners to widely promote and gain high visibility for the 

project work and outcomes on national, European as well as international levels, aiming to support also the 

development of a new market niche.  

 Engage key representatives 

Attract the attention of key representatives for the enforcement of environmental law at local, national, 

European and global levels, including Civil Society Organizations (CSOs), by demonstrating the quality, 

confidence and added value of EO-based evidence for legal environmental law enforcement through several 

show cases. 

 Stimulate service uptake (including capacity building): 

1. Target the right audience from the environmental and law communities to stimulate the uptake of 

EnviroLENS services. Promote the use of EO and data access amongst protected area managers and local 

communities, as well as environmental law practitioners through targeted communication activities 

focusing on the demonstration cases’ countries; and 

2. Promote the EnviroLENS service portfolio - integration of the technology and incubation of new service 

providers, including a location-based brokerage service for citizens to contact specialised corporate law 

firms. 

To approach awareness and knowledge challenges, EnviroLENS will remove the “scientific veil” surrounding 

advanced EO services. In fact, there is a need for the project to promote the added value of EO services, 

explain the benefits of EO data and remove barriers surrounding modern satellite-based interpretation 

methods. 
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3 EnviroLENS communication audience  

The employment of EO services within the environmental law enforcement sector is currently very limited 

and there is a real need to raise awareness about their potentials with the target audiences. The visibility-

awareness issue is considered especially important, since a wide recognition is vital for the development of a 

new market niche. A strategic approach is of great importance for the successful promotion of new ideas. 

Therefore, this strategy will specify messages tailored for each target group with clear desired goals, which 

are aligned with the interests of each group.  

The primary target audiences of EnviroLENS are (1) Environmental sector policy makers, Governance 

authorities and civil society, Lawyers and Insurance companies; and (2) the EO community (i.e. scientists, 

European Space Agency (ESA), and Copernicus).  

Taking into account the wide range of technical competences and different registers of target groups, 

EnviroLENS will adapt its outreach material to best suit the audience in question (civil society, environmental 

protection practitioners, lawyers, scientists, etc.). Depending on the audience and location of the activity, 

the content of the material could potentially be translated into national languages.  

3.1 Public sector 

Civil society (NGOs and citizens) is becoming an important environmental driver, being able to operate 

informally across borders, and engaging local knowledge and contacts advocating for environmental law 

enforcement. EnviroLENS will empower civil society to use widely available EO data when addressing 

environmental issues related to better management, monitoring and law enforcement, be it on the national 

and regional levels or globally.  

Table 1: EnviroLENS public sector target groups, objectives and messages 

Target groups Objectives Message 

P
ri

m
ar

y 
ta

rg
et

 g
ro

u
p

s 
(s

ta
ke

h
o

ld
er

s)
 

Public authorities 

Environmental sector. 

Governments, regional 

and local authorities, and 

their authorised 

execution bodies  

RECOGNITION. EO services 

are regularly used as cost–

effective monitoring tool for 

risk-based governance. 

EO services are cost-

effective; EO services 

increase spatial coverage; 

EO services provide 

deterrent effects 

 

Civil society 

 

Environment and 

environmental law (CSOs 

and individuals) 

AWARENESS. Encourage 

everyday use of EO services. 

EO can be effectively used 

for environmental 

monitoring; EO services 

can be used by anybody; 

EO services are an 

effective way for 

environmental 

monitoring; eLENS 

empowers civil society. 
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Target groups Objectives Message 

EO Community Scientific community 

Provide scientific 

recognition; develop new 

types of usages; develop 

new EO services. 

EnviroLENS provides new 

type of added value 

services 

Se
co

n
d

ar
y 

ta
rg

e
t 

gr
o

u
p

s 

Policy makers 

 

National authorities – 

Ministries, European 

Commission - DG 

Environment, 

International 

organizations working on 

environmental issues, 

UNEP, Europol 

Statutory inclusion of EO 

services into legislation 

EO can be effectively used 

for environmental 

monitoring 

EO Community – 

European Space Agency, 

Copernicus 

Promote eLENS through ESA 

channels; Maintain the 

image of trusted partner; 

Establish support for follow-

up financing 

EnviroLENS is developing 

new usage niche for 

Copernicus data 

International 

associations 

dealing with 

environmental 

enforcement 

A window toward 

“Environmental 

governance” stakeholder 

group (governance and 

lawyers). 

Promote and encourage the 

usage of EO services and 

eLENS through their 

networks. 

EO services can be 

successfully employed in 

environmental 

governance; EO services 

are cost-effective. 

General public  

Raise the understanding 

about added value of EO 

services 

EO services can help us to 

preserve the Earth. 

 

Some of the identified target group representatives are listed below. The list will be updated in line with the 

demonstration cases’ implementation plans and stakeholder’s analysis contained therein. 

 Relevant public authorities (environment and other relevant sectors) such as Ministries of Agriculture, 

Forest, Environment, Climate Change, Urbanization, Energy and Natural Resources in Austria, Slovenia, 

Greece, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, France and Turkey.  

 Administration of national parks: Triglav National Park, Hohe Tauren National Park, Nockberge National 

Park, Kalkalpen Natural Park, National Marine Park of Alonnisos, Olympus National Park, Pindus National 

Park, Aargau Jura Park, UNESCO Entlebuch Biosphere, Pfyn-Finges Nature Park, Thal Nature Park, Val 

Müstair Biosphere. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL NGOs AND NETWORKS 

ClientEarth, Centre for International Environmental Law, Fern, Friend of the Earth, Worldwatch Institute, 

Climate action network, Goodplanet, The Nature Conservancy) and IUCN Members (Rainforest Alliance, 

WWF). 

3.2 Commercial sector 

Law firms and individual lawyers represent the most important commercial group of users and potentially 

the biggest source of revenues for EnviroLENS. For this sector, of high interest would be particularly the 

documentation of violations of environmental laws or contractual obligations, which result in physical, 

chemical or biological alterations of landscapes or ecosystems through EO in spatially explicit and 

quantitative means. Many courts may be reluctant to permit the use of only one source of evidence as a 

basis for identification and some would be unlikely to convict solely on the basis of EO data alone. Some EO 

data will require more supporting materials in courts than others, but there could be cases with clear 

temporal issues, which would certainly put a greater emphasis on EO technologies.  

Table 2: EnviroLENS commercial sector target groups, objectives and messages 

Target groups Objectives Message 

P
ri

m
ar

y 
ta

rg
et

 g
ro

u
p

s 

Lawyers 

Law firms and 

individual lawyers. 

Sector 

representatives: 

DLA-Piper, Alen & 

Overy, Harrison 

Grant Solicitors, 

White & Case, Space 

Evidence Ltd (Space 

detective agency). 

NEW REQUIREMENTS. High level 

of awareness about EO 

capabilities in the sector. 

Implementation of EO services as 

direct evidence into judicial 

processes including legal, 

administrative and contractual 

obligations; compliance, 

regulatory and court proceedings  

EO services can provide 

evidence data; EO 

services are cost-

effective; eLENS services 

provide competitive 

advantage; eLENS portal is 

a new sales channel. EO 

information is reliable. 

Se
co

n
d

ar
y 

ta
rg

e
t 

gr
o

u
p

s 

International 

associations 

dealing with 

environmental 

enforcement 

A window toward 

“Environmental 

governance” 

stakeholder group 

(governance and 

lawyers). 

Promote and encourage the usage 

of EO services and eLENS through 

their networks. 

 

EO services can be 

successfully employed in 

environmental 

governance; EO services 

are cost-effective. 

Insurance sector 

Insurance 

companies: Allianz, 

AXA, Generali, 

Zurich Insurance, 

Munich Re, Swiss 

Re, Prudential. 

Regular use of EO services for 

damage assessment within 

insurance claims 

EO services are effective 

tool for fraud detection; 

EO services are cost-

effective; EO data can be 

used in court disputes 
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GOVERNANCE ASSOCIATIONS AND NETWORKS 

 The European Union Network for the Implementation and Enforcement of Environmental Law (IMPEL) 

 European Network of Prosecutors for the Environment (ENPE) 

 The International Network for Environmental Compliance and Enforcement (INECE) 

 International Association of Prosecutors (IAP) 

 Australasian Environmental Law Enforcement and Regulators Network (AELERT) 

 East African Network for Environmental Compliance and Enforcement (EANECE) 

 Association of European Administrative Judges (AEAJ) 

 International Law Association (ILA) 

 European Union Forum of Judges for the Environment (EUFJE) 

 Envi Crime Net 

Will be approached through networks of IUCN, IUCN WCEL and European Union Network for the 

Implementation and Enforcement of Environmental Law (IMPEL). 
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4 Communication Tools  

The EnviroLENS communication and dissemination team will use online tools, offline material, scientific 

articles, reports, presentations, and networking events as well as press releases and other media channels to 

reach the target audiences identified in Section 3. To attract a large audience and reach a high number of 

persons within all target groups, the project will not only create some specific communication material, it will 

also participate in and use existing channels and networks of its consortium partners. All communication 

materials will follow the visibility guidelines of the European Commission (EC), include the disclaimer and 

duly acknowledge the funding. 

Table 3: Proposed EnviroLENS Communication tools for identified target audiences 

Tool Description Main objective Target audience 

Project website 

Project website will offer 

main project information 

and results  
 

To provide all info about 

the project to the 

interested audience 

To promote the usage 

of EO products 

To provide links to 

eLENS portal and show 

cases 

General public 

Partner websites 

Consortium partners will use 

their websites to 

disseminate info about 

EnviroLENS and provide 

links to the project website 

Social media 

Regular updates of 

identified social network 

profiles of the partners 

(Facebook, Twitter, 

LinkedIn, YouTube) linking 

to project website 

Copernicus and ESA 

websites 

Preparation of materials for 

Copernicus and ESA 

websites 

Rising awareness about 

new EO market niche 

Encourage EO experts 

to start creating new EO 

services  

EO Community  
Papers in EO publications 

Publication of papers in 

relevant international EO 

scientific journals 

Participation in EO events 

Participation in EO scientific 

and commercial events: 

conferences, symposiums 

and seminars 

Papers in domain 

publications 

Publication of papers in 

relevant international 

Rising awareness about 

the added value 
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Tool Description Main objective Target audience 

legislation, governance and 

environmental journals 

provided through 

EnviroLENS 

Promoting the usage of 

EO data in 

environmental law 

enforcement 

Establishing personal 

contacts (through 

events and workshops) 

with governance and 

end-user 

representatives 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stakeholders 

(Environmental governance  

Policy makers, Governance 

authorities and civil society, 

lawyers, insurance and EO 

industry) 

Participation in domain 

conferences, fairs … 

Participation in commercial 

or scientific fairs, 

conferences, exhibitions, 

seminars and other relevant 

events targeting industry 

users (insurance, law), policy 

makers national, local and 

regional authorities and civil 

society 

Collocated informative 

workshops, side-events 

Informative workshops will 

be co-located with relevant 

international conferences 

(law, governance, 

environment, insurance) 

targeting industry partners, 

governance authorities and 

civil society NGOs 

Newsletters 

Using IUCN’s channels to 

promote EO data with IUCN 

members 

Direct introduction 

interaction 

Targeted communication 

(newsletters) and personal 

communication interaction 

(mail, visits & one-on-one 

communication, 

presentations) with all 

potential user groups 

To create initial buy-in 

from the hierarchy 

To prepare next 

communication step = 

invitation to participate 

in free trials and 

demonstration 

workshops 

 

Decision makers of 

potential user groups  

Organisation of educational 

events 

National educational events 

with participation of 

partners from national law 

schools 

To create initial buy-in 

from users 

To take a snap-shot of 

user requirements 

To sell “idea” of eLENS 

chaining into their 

process chains 

Potential user groups’ 

representatives (will be 

defined in line with the 

demonstration cases) Free trials and 

demonstration workshops 

Targeted trials and 

workshops, designed 

specifically for each user 

group, typically in the 
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Tool Description Main objective Target audience 

duration of 1-2 days 

preferably on the user 

location 

To ensure internal 

support 

To attract new potential 

users 

To create synergetic 

effects among users 

and gather user 

requirements 

Side event at the IUCN 

World Conservation 

Congress 2020 

A thematic user 

law/environmental User 

Forum will be organised to 

stimulate knowledge 

exchange and sharing of 

best practices 

eLENS portal 

eLENS portal will be publicly 

exposed in the second half 

of the project. Limited 

functionality covering 

demo-region will be 

available for potential users 

to analyse portal potentials 

and contribute in a form of 

user requirements. 

To demonstrate added 

value of EO 

services for end-user 

community 

To provide hand-on 

experience 

To support trials and 

demonstrations  

All audiences 

4.1 Online tools  

4.1.1 EnviroLENS website and portal 

At present, the main EnviroLENS dissemination channel is its official website (https://envirolens.eu/, Figure 

1), which hosts a description of the EnviroLENS project, the consortium and advisory board, the public 

deliverables. It also provides the gateway to the eLENS Portal, providing detailed information about each of 

the EnviroLENS use cases. Finally, a section is dedicated to the project’s updates (News) and the website is 

linked to existing social media platforms by hosting a Twitter and Facebook widget in the home page (coming 

soon). The website is designed to guarantee a high level of accessibility and usability. To increase the impact 

of the project, the information materials use illustrative visual aids such as charts and info graphics. Further, 

the information on the EnviroLENS website is kept scientific and accurate, to allow the reader to gain good 

general insights into the project’s goals and methodology. However, we are avoiding overly technical jargon 

to allow people from outside the scientific research field to easily understand the information provided. 

https://envirolens.eu/
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Figure 1: Website homepage 

 

 

 

The EnviroLENS portal will enable the end-user community to exploit eLENS services. The eLENS system is 

the advanced information system that delivers environmental EO services, tailored to be used as the: 

1. Enforcement tool to support offence identification/punishment; and   

2. Awareness raising service, co-creating public environmental conscience. 

It is envisaged that the portal will offer three groups of services: 

1. Free-of-charge society services that will provide information on environmental violations, 

2. Legal services that will help law enforcement, and provide: (i) legal support to those who face 

environmental enforcement problems (i.e. support capacities of EO data, show cases, instructions, 

etc.); (ii) instructions on how to use eLENS to generate legal evidence; or (iii) instructions on how to 

exploit the semantic legislation transformer to use legal texts to automatically compose new EO 

services; and  

3. EO services, that will provide a map-type interface for the selection and setup of specific eLENS EO 

services (monitoring, alarming, historic), dedicated to providing solutions to environmental 

challenges. 

The eLENS portal will be publicly exposed in the second half of the project (beginning of 2020). Limited 

functionality covering demo-region will be available for potential users to analyse portal potentials and 

contribute to user requirements.  
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4.1.2 Social Media  

At present, EnviroLENS aims to use the existing social media accounts of consortium partners on Twitter and 

Facebook to disseminate its activities, news and updates related to events and project results, and to initiate 

and participate in conversations on topics related to the project (using a list of hashtags, such as 

#EnviroLENS, #EarthObservation, etc.). This approach will ensure the wide reach of the posts, crucial in the 

initial stages of community mobilization.  

In parallel, the communication team will set up separate accounts on these platforms, and create the overall 

social media plan:  

 Twitter: @EnviroLENS (https://twitter.com/enviroLENS)  

 Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/EnviroLENS)  

4.1.3 EnviroLENS e-Newsletter  

EnviroLENS will disseminate a quarterly newsletter, depending on the availability of new and relevant 

information. The objective of the newsletter is to present information about the project’s activities and 

outcomes and to drive the traffic towards the website, creating an interest and dialogue around the project 

topics (EO and environmental law). The newsletter will inform and report on events, advance with the 

demonstration cases, share useful reads. Each issue will also include an opinion piece by one of the 

consortium partners.   

A mailing list will be created, with all the identified stakeholders and persons possibly interested in the 

newsletter (subscribe/unsubscribe button has to be clearly visible). The project website will feature the 

newsletter subscription section. Subscription is also possible during project events as well as through direct 

contact with EnviroLENS partners. To facilitate the management of the mailing list and the distribution of the 

newsletter, the dissemination and communication team will use MailChimp, free marketing platform. 

4.2 Partner dissemination channels 

The project’s leading dissemination partner is IUCN, having direct access to global networks of its Members 

in over 160 countries worldwide: 212 state and governmental agencies, 1.100+ non-governmental 

organizations and 10.000+ environmental experts working in six IUCN Commissions. IUCN provides also their 

resources (database of 200.000 legislative documents) and substantial and global dissemination reach and 

experience.  

IUCN will reach out its audience through presentations at several international conferences, through IUCN 

newsletters and reports. Special attention will be put on the reach of the IUCN World Commission on 

Environmental Law (WCEL), as it is of its interest to promote EnviroLENS solutions given that its mission is to 

serve as the principal source of legal technical advice on all aspects of environmental law. It supports action 

by international governmental organizations, governments and non-governmental organizations to improve 

or develop legal and institutional infrastructure best attuned to natural resources conservation in the 

context of sustainable development.  
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Besides the wide reach of IUCN and WCEL, all EnviroLENS consortium partners will contribute to 

dissemination activities, and fully exploit their available channels and resources. All of the consortium 

dissemination and communication activities will lead towards establishment of an initial eLENS community, 

which will provide a push, required for the successful entry into the market 24 months after project 

completion.  

Dissemination potential of the consortium partners is significant and covers the following areas:  

1. Commercial sector (GeoVille and DLA Piper) with wide reach through own networks;   

2. Networking partners (IUCN and IUCN WCEL) offer the global dissemination of results; and 

3. Science entities (JSI, AUTH and SINERGISE) are contributing through awareness and dissemination 

actions primarily oriented towards the scientific community (artificial intelligence, EO). 

4.2.1 Websites of partners 

Table 4: Overview of the websites of consortium partners and their monthly visits 

Partner Website 
Monthly 

visits 
Published project info 

GeoVille www.geoville.com 1200 
https://www.geoville.com/news/detail/suppor

ting-environmental-law-enforcement/   

DLA PIPER www.dlapiper.com   350000 
https://www.dlapiper.com/en/germany/insigh

ts/publications/2019/02/envirolens/ 

IUCN 

www.iucn.org   

https://www.iucn.org/theme/e

nvironmental-law 

www.iucn.org/ecaro 

www.iucn.org/europe 

65604 

7000 

 

2800 

8000 

https://www.iucn.org/regions/eastern-

europe-and-central-asia/projects/envirolens-0  

AUTH http://perslab.topo.auth.gr/ 80 http://perslab.topo.auth.gr/about/  

JSI http://ailab.ijs.si/ NA http://ailab.ijs.si/projects/current-projects/  

SINERGISE  www.sentinel-hub.com  NA 
https://www.sinergise.com/en/news/observin

g-earth-enforce-environmental-law 
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4.2.2 Social media channels of partners  

Table 5: Overview of the social media profiles of consortium partners and number of followers/likes 

Partner Social media Profile Followers/Likes 

GeoVille 

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/geovilleinformationsystems/ 165 

Twitter https://twitter.com/GeoVille_GmbH 100 

LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/company/10671596/ 370 

DLA PIPER 
Facebook Facebook/DLAPiperGlobal 10500 

LinkedIn https://de.linkedin.com/company/dla-piper (INTL)  112000 

IUCN 

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/iucn.org/  165988 

Twitter https://twitter.com/IUCN/ 116000 

YouTube https://www.youtube.com/user/IUCN/ 7880 

LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/company/iucn/ 43864 

AUTH Facebook https://www.facebook.com/IJS.SI/ 2171 

SINERGISE 
Twitter https://twitter.com/sentinel_hub 7145 

LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/sentinel-hub 661 

 

4.2.3 Blogs of project partners  

Blogs are a very useful tool that can successfully communicate research developments, institutional activities 

and results to a wider public. Blogs of project partners will serve as a platform to raise awareness on the 

topic and promote the use of EO technologies for environmental law enforcement. One of the possible 

outlets is the IUCN’s blog ‘CROSSROADS – Open Letter to IUCN Members’ (Figure 2) that has a wide reach 

and exposure.  
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Figure 2: IUCN Crossroads 

 

 

4.3 Offline communication  

4.3.1 Brochure and promotional material  

EnviroLENS has already produced a general project brochure illustrating the concept that will be updated for 

dissemination purposes (see Figure 3). Whenever possible the project will provide translations of 

promotional material to languages of target audiences in the countries selected for the demonstration cases 

implementation. All the printed material (brochures, posters, postcards) are used for direct promotion at 

events, such as dedicated stakeholder workshops and conferences to create and raise awareness of 

EnviroLENS. Dedicated leaflets will be published to promote the results of the demonstration cases. 

All the materials will be accessible for download at the project website, and promoted through the 

newsletter and the social media accounts.  
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Figure 3: EnviroLENS project brochure 
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4.3.2 Scientific publications  

In order to disseminate the achievements of EnviroLENS, and specifically the successful application of the 

demonstration cases, and aiming to secure the long-term impact of the action, the project will target key 

relevant scientific journals. The initial list of potential target journals was put together by the partners and is 

shown in Table 6.  

Table 6: Potential target journals 

Name IP* Name IP* 

Remote Sensing of Environment 6.457 Applied Earth Observation and Geo 

information 

4.003 

Energy Law Journal 2.000 Journal of Energy & Natural 

Resources Law (JERL) 

Not available 

IEEE Power and Energy Magazine 2.689 Nature 41.577  

ELSEVIER - Energy Policy Issue 4.039 Journal of Applied Remote Sensing 0.976 

Journal of Intelligent Information Systems 1.107 Knowledge and Information Systems 2.247 

Expert Systems with Applications 3.768 VLDB Journal 2.689 

Data and Knowledge Engineering 1.467 Data Mining and Knowledge 

Discovery Journal 

2.481 

Renewable Energy World Magazine 52.000 Knowledge-Based Systems 4.396 

Journal of Systems and Software  2.278 Current Opinion in Environmental 

Sustainability 

4.186 

*Impact factor - Measure of the number of times an average paper in this journal is cited during the two preceding years.  

4.3.3 Project deliverables  

EnviroLENS deliverables are official project outputs, presenting specific results in relation to the work 

packages of the project. Whenever possible and depending on the content these will be considered as public 

reports and accessible on the website (https://envirolens.eu/about/deliverables/), and promoted through all 

the channels (newsletter, social media). 

4.3.4 Networking, meetings and events  

Well-chosen scientific and popular science conferences and events are crucial channels for raising awareness 

and promoting EnviroLENS activities and results. In 2019/20, all the partners are expected to contribute to 

the dissemination activities and project promotion, be it through the preparation of scientific articles or 

participation at identified conferences representing the project (using the available resources: PPT, posters, 
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brochure).  Table 7 lists potential list of events suitable for project promotion in 2019/20, as identified by 

EnviroLENS partners. The list is not exhaustive and will be updated as new opportunities arise. 

Table 7: Potential list of events in 2019/20 

Date Location Event Audience Scale Representative 

10-12 Apr 

2019 
Rio de Janeiro 

RMMLF/IBA International 

Mining and Oil & Gas Law, 

Development, and Investment 

Summit 

International attorneys 

in the field of natural 

resources, 

governmental and 

business sector  

NA DLA Piper 

7-12 Apr 

2019 

Vienna, 

Austria 
EGU General Assembly 2019 

Public authorities, 

researchers 
15.000+  GeoVille 

29 Apr-2 

May 2019 

Brisbane, 

Australia 

International Association for 

Impact Assessment ("IAIA")  

IAIA19 - Evolution or 

Revolution: Where next for 

impact assessment?  

https://conferences.iaia.org/2

019/index.php 

Lawyers, 

environmental 

assessment specialists 

NA DLA Piper 

6-7 May 

2019 

Washington 

D.C., USA 

Energy Bar Association (EBA) 

2019 Annual Meeting & 

Conference 

US attorneys and 

energy practitioners. 

Interested 

stakeholders 

500+ DLA Piper 

13-17 May 

2019 
Milan, Italy 

Living Planet Symposium 

https://lps19.esa.int/NikalWeb

sitePortal/living-planet-

symposium-2019/lps19 

Public authorities, 

scientific community, 

civil society 

3.000+  
AUTH, 

GeoVille 

2-6 Jun 

2019 

Portoroz, 

Slovenia 

European Semantic Web 

Conference 2019 
Academia, ICT 400 JSI 

1-5 July 

2019 

Vipava, 

Slovenia 

Open Education Design 

workshop 2019 
Practitioners of OER  100 JSI 

1-3 July 

2019 

Rotterdam,  

Netherlands 

IUCN Regional Conservation 

Forum 

IUCN Members from 

Europe, North and 

Central Asia 

350 IUCN 

3-5 Jul 

2019 

Salzburg, 

Austria 
AGIT 2019 Public authorities 200+ GeoVille 
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Date Location Event Audience Scale Representative 

7-9 Aug 

2019 

Kuala Lumpur, 

Malaysia 

Colloquium of IUCN Academy 

of Environmental Law 

Environmental law 

academia 
100-200 IUCN 

Aug 2019 
Anchorage, 

Alaska, USA 

Conference on knowledge 

discovery and data mining 

2019 

Academia, ICT 800 JSI 

22-27 Sep 

2019 
Seoul 

International Bar Association 

(IBA) 2019 Annual Conference 

in Seoul  

Within it a working session of 

Environment, Health and 

Safety Law Committee will be 

held  

Attorneys 

6.000 

(2,700 law 

firms)  

DLA Piper 

9-11 Oct 

2019  

Athens, 

Greece 

12th International Scientific 

Conference on Energy and 

Climate Change 

Scientific community NA DLA Piper 

Nov 2019 
Ljubljana, 

Slovenia 
SiKDD 2019 

Academic in artificial 

intelligence and ICT 
50 JSI 

11-19 Jun 

2020 

Marseille, 

France 

IUCN World Conservation 

Congress 

Government, civil 

society, business, and 

scientific community 

10,000+ 

(180 

countries) 

IUCN 

October 

2020 

Kunming, 

China 

Convention on Biological 

Diversity COP 15 

Government, civil 

society, business, and 

scientific community 

10,000+ IUCN 

TBD TBD 

Oil, Gas & Energy Law (OGEL) 

lists various energy-related 

events on its website, e.g. the 

12th International Scientific 

Conference on Energy and 

Climate Change 

Attorneys and energy 

practitioners plus 

interested 

stakeholders 

NA DLA Piper 

TBD TBD 
European Environmental Law 

Forum 2020 
 NA IUCN 

TBD 
Brussels, 

Belgium 
Green Week 2020 Brussels   NA IUCN 

Note: Some of the listed international conferences may not be an option for 2019 (programmes already finalized). However, these 

conferences are held annually /bi-annually so it may be expected that there will be a respective conference around the same dates in 

2020/2021. 
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4.4 Press and media work  

Press and media work will include press releases, publishing articles in thematic magazines or the general 

press as well as interviews. Press releases will be produced as relevant pieces of news on the main 

EnviroLENS project milestones. Network-related press releases will be elaborated by IUCN, and translated in 

turn by partners to local languages, if necessary. If the press releases are related to a specific event, the host 

partner will be responsible for the local distribution of the press release among national mass media. A press 

kit (.zip) will be prepared and available on the website and shared with the partners. It will include: the 

EnviroLENS project logo in TIFF, the brochure with relevant press contacts, and a few related images. 
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5 Detailed communication plan  
The communication strategy is constantly revised and updated according to the information received from 

the work packages and new dissemination opportunities that may arise in the course of project 

implementation. Dissemination and communication actions will be periodically re-evaluated and realigned 

based on the analysis of metrics to improve the impact of these actions.  

5.1 Communication language  

Most of EnviroLENS’s communication and dissemination materials and tools will be in English. However, the 

consortium members cover the following languages: German, French, Italian, Serbian, Greek, Slovenian and 

Turkish. Some materials and/or realization of communication activities specifically targeting citizens and local 

communities in the demonstration case countries, might be published/realized in other languages.  

5.2 Communication channels  

Some dissemination, communication and engagement channels are directed to one specific target group, 

while others address all the target groups in general. The specifics are shown in Table 8. 

Table 8: Overview of target audiences and matching communication channels 

Target group 
Website/ 

portal 

Social 

Media 
Newsletter Blog 

Brochure / 

promo 

material 

Scientific 

articles 
Deliverables 

Networking 

events and 

workshops 

Press and 

media 

General public x x  x x    x 

EO Community x x  x x  x x x 

Environmental 

governance - 

Policy makers, 

Governance 

authorities 

x x x x x x x x x 

Lawyers, 

Insurance and 

EO industry 

x x x x x x x x x 

 Civil society x x x x x x x x x 

User groups x x x  x  x x x 

5.3 Communication plan  

The Communication plan specifies the communication activity and period of its realization. It provides a 

framework and is a living document, which will be updated and adapted throughout the year. The 

Communication planning for the period March to December 2019 is presented in Fehler! Verweisquelle 

konnte nicht gefunden werden..  
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Table 9: Communication plan for the period March 2019 to Dec 2019 

Activity Description Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Website/ 

portal 

Launching and 

maintenance 

          

Facebook Strong presence to build 

the community 

          

Twitter Strong presence to build 

the community 

          

e-Newsletter Develop and distribute           

Blog Updates on the project/ 

related topic  

          

Brochure / 

promo 

material 

Distribution at key events           

Scientific 

articles 

Target identified outlets           

Deliverables Promotion of project 

deliverables 

          

Networking 

events/ WS 

Attendance and 

organization as planned 

          

Press, media Related to project 

achievements 
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6 Impact Monitoring and Evaluation 

We will closely monitor the impact of the EnviroLENS dissemination and communication tools and actions. 

The team will assess the results at least every six months. We will maximize efforts that prove to be effective, 

and change the approach wherever the results are not up to the expected level.  

For EnviroLENS social media outreach, we will monitor the engagement rate, and track number of followers. 

We will use Google Analytics to measure traffic to the website and the time spent there and identify popular 

sections. Further measurements related to the targeted dissemination activities are summarized in Table 10. 

Table 10: Performance indicators and tentative targets for the whole project 

Objective Performance indicator and tentative target 

Build awareness and ensure the 

visibility of results  

300+ visitors to web portal per month 

1000+ Twitter followers 

1000+ Facebook followers 

500+ subscribers to the E-Newsletter 

3000 people reached by promotional materials   

Engage key representatives 300 – 500+ users engaged through demonstration cases 

Stimulate service uptake (including 

the capacity building) 

Publication of 10+ scientific articles/blog entries 

20+ events attended to promote EnviroLENS  
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7 Summary and next steps 

The main objective of Dissemination and communication strategy is to increase the awareness and the 

participatory engagement of key stakeholders in the project, such as the environmental law sector and 

conservation community. Successful implementation of this strategy will greatly contribute to the overall 

success of the project.  

The next steps will focus on the operationalization of the Communication and dissemination strategy, the 

set-up and launch of the newsletter and the creation of the social media content plan. The first revision of 

the results achieved will be done in October 2019.  

 

  


